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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is twofold: to identify the supply chain risks in the automotive and electronic industries in Brazil, and to highlight
the urgency of supply chain risk management (SCRM) implementation.
Design/methodology/approach – It uses exploratory study methodology in the automotive and electronic industries, taking in consideration of the
(SCRM) phase of initiation.
Findings – There are significant practices to implement SCRM: better supply chain communication, SCRM and business continuity planning training
program, and the creation of a chief risk officer position to manage the supply chain risks.
Research limitations/implications – The limitation of this study comes from its small sample size. There are two simple reasons: many companies
did not know SCRM and thus misinterpreted the information about SCRM.
Practical implications – This case study promotes more preparedness for the two industries to manage the risks of supply chain.
Originality/value – This study shows the risks that surround the supply chain in the automotive and electronic industries in Brazil and how these
industries can implement SCRM in a successful way.
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Introduction

Supply chain risk management (SCRM) is a new and novel

methodology that captures both the operations as well as

the financial aspects of decision-making. Supply chain

management, in general, is still a relatively new concept in

most developing countries; and many companies have not

even begun to consider the formal management of their

supply chain. Some consider the cause as the organizational

behavior: departmental structure and bad communications.

However, supply chain management grows rapidly each day,

and many senior supply chain professionals from the

investigated industries have expressed its broader future

role.

Supply chain management is “the management of material,

information and finance through a network of organizations

(i.e. suppliers, manufacturers, logistics providers, wholesales/

distributors and retailers) that aims to produce and deliver

products or services for the consumers. It includes the

coordination and collaboration of processes and activities

across different functions such as marketing, sales,

production, product design, procurement, logistics, finance,

and information technology within the network of

organizations.” Supply chain risk management (SCRM) is

“the management of supply chain risks through coordination

or collaboration among the supply chain partners so as to

ensure profitability and continuity” (Brindley, 2004)

(Figure 1).
The risk in supply chain management originates from two

key areas: supply and demand. The next level of equal

importance is environmental, political, process and security

risks. Political and environmental risks may always remain

amorphous and refractory to adequate quantification.

Security risks are even more volatile but on a far higher

priority level. Based on the definitions of supply chain
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management and SCRM, it appears that one can address the
issue of SCRM along two dimensions:
1 Supply chain risk. Operational risks or disruption risks.
2 Mitigation approach. Supply management, demand

management, product management, or information

management.

Many supply chain scholars believed that companies could

only mitigate supply chain risk but loss and damage could not

be avoided when accident happens. However, supply chain
risk management (SCRM) has become effectively to reduce

loss and damage.
This paper presents an empirical study of SCRM in

automotive and electronic industries in Brazil. The scope is

formed by research methodology and results. A supply chain

vulnerability map with conclusions and future directions are
given in the final section.

Research methodology

Since only limited empirical research on how companies deal

with SCRM has been found, an explorative investigation based

on a supply chain vulnerability map (SCVM) is conducted in
this study. The main objective is to define the necessity of

applying SCRM.This SCVMbased on Sheffi (2005) is divided

in four quadrants as discussed in the next section.
The focus of this study is manufacturer and dyadic

supplier-manufacturer (automotive and electronic industry)

relationship for big and medium-size enterprises. Therefore,
the units of analysis in this research are purchasing,

production, and supply chain managers.
A total of 72 questionnaires were developed, tested and

distributed to the automotive related industries in Sao Paulo,

Rio de Janeiro and Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. A total of 30

questionnaires were distributed to the electronic related
industries in Manaus Free Trade Zone. Positive and negative

statement is used to simplify the validation of questionnaire to

build the supply chain vulnerability map. The survey sent the
questionnaires via e-mail to the targeted respondents and

some of them included face-to-face interview. The returned/

replied questionnaires, 32 from the automotive industry and
14 from the electronic industry, represent a total response rate

of approximately 45 percent.
The following four questions are very important in building

the SCVM. They are: “What are the types of events that can

disrupt the supply chain?”, “What are the characteristics of

supply chain disruptions?”, “What is the likelihood it will take
place?”and “How severe will it be?”. We then identify

potential risks and their possible ramifications.
Descriptive analysis is used to analyze the profile of the

companies and respondents. The responses were mainly from

the purchasing managers (44 percent), supply chain managers

(20 percent) and production managers (36 percent). The 46

returned/replied questionnaires helped to identify the supply

chain risks through a developed supply chain vulnerability

map and the investigated managers (purchasing managers,

supply chain managers and production managers) believed

that their respective company would fulfill the demand

although a disruption of supply chain risk occurs.
Most of the investigated industries believe that SCRM is

important to fulfill demand, reduce high cost and reduce loss

profit if the companies suffer supply chain disruptions.
In the following section, survey results are presented.
In this section we investigate the specific supply chain

vulnerabilities by considering the automotive and the electronic

industries in Brazil. Then we quantify them in Figure 2.

Financial vulnerability

With the complexity of the global market, there are some

disruptions that complicate financial flows and cash

management in Brazil. Of the finished goods cost, 4 percent

or more is spent on supply chain. That is a significant drag on

cash flow and effective management of working capital.

Strategic vulnerability

According to the investigated companies, most of the time this

kind of vulnerability appears when there is a “new model

introduction” (during program launch) and some failures

happen with the project management plan.
Poor-quality goods supplied were identified as one major

problem for the electronic industry. Most of the electronic

companies that have quality assurance from its Asian’s

suppliers do not need to inspect the goods 100 percent and as

a result, the defective parts are detected during production
time. As a countermeasure, the quality control department is

called and the production line is stopped until some corrective

action (re-work) is taken.
Sometimes, re-work is needed to solve the problem. Of

course there is also the problem of production delay, but it
can be settled later, as one manager from one investigated

company suggested. When the problems are not simple, the

parts are scraped and the production is postponed until the

arrival of a new shipment.

Hazard vulnerability

Hazard vulnerability includes internal risk drivers: malicious

disruptions such as international terrorism to external risk

drivers: natural hazards such as flooding, hot weather and

heavy rain/thunderstorm. One foreign electronic company

investigated said that to protect the organization from hazards

that might result in future disasters, general hazard

information and warnings are two separable types of risk
communication. Natural processes are an enduring condition

around the human environment. Natural hazards become

disasters when they intersect with the human environment

(Natural Hazards Review, 2005).
With global warming, the number of natural disasters, such

as floods and droughts has increased year by year. In 2004, a

cyclone destroyed 21 municipal districts in the south part of

Brazil. Inundations in the metropolitan areas seem to be the

big negative effect for the road shipments. It promotes

interruption and/or delay for delivers.

Figure 1 Supply chain risk management
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Operations vulnerability

Because of dealer distribution network failures, the

investigated companies have problems of lead times. And

when it happens, the real production forecasted is substituted

for an estimated production date. Moreover, it is harder for

the finance department and the banks to have clear financial

commitments. Container accident is a vulnerability that

happens due to operator error during the transportation

process. When a container accident occurs, the purchaser can

deny receiving the cargo (Law No. 9.611, 1998, February 19,

Regulation Disposes on the Cargo Road Transportation).
Because of government requirements, clearing goods on

time can be a problem. In this case, the content of goods

imported may diverge from the documentation of importation

(packing list). It happens many times because a supplier does

not proceed according to the local legislation (data collected

from the investigated companies).

Survey results and analysis

Several significant risks that could severely disrupt supply

chain operations were identified. The supply chain

vulnerability map developed here integrates the supply chain

business-process model with a diagnostic model that laid out

four categories of vulnerability (Elkins, 2003): financial

vulnerability, strategic vulnerability, hazard vulnerability and

operations vulnerability (Figure 2). Each of the categories has

a property to find, quantify and minimize supply chain risk.

Using a series of questions and predefined decision rules built

into the model, risks are identified and flagged from the first

level to the last level; the vulnerabilities come from within the

company and proceed to the outside.
From the supply chain vulnerability map, we found out

from the sample of 46 returned/replied questionnaires, 9

percent of them represented a high level of knowledge on the

SCRM issues, 50 percent represented a lack of knowledge

(even for SCM), and 41 percent represented having a

superficial knowledge of SCRM. This concludes that the

investigated industries need to implement supply chain risk

management because of the increasing supply chain risk

sources.
During the phase of SCRM implementation, most of the

investigated companies pointed out three major practices: a

better supply chain communication, supply chain risk

management (SCRM) and business continuity management

(BCM) training program, and a creation of a chief risk officer

(CRO) (Table I).

Figure 2 Supply chain vulnerability map
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The effects resulted from the imperfect communication

between the supply chains partners are as follows:
1 The investigated companies recognized that they have lost

some control over key processes, such as: loss of control

over inventory, yield, track and trace issues.
2 From the last ten years, the investigated companies have

increased their risks due to problems of visibility, partner

performance, uncertainty and lack of clarity over who is

responsible for what.
3 Part of the problem with partner relationship is because

the processes are not always in alignment with business

objectives, and the investigated companies do not leverage

information system based capabilities.
4 Visibility, performance and uncertainty are identified as

major issues for the electronic industries with their trading

partners, especially those from Asia.

SCRM and BCM training program will create a relationship

model between the business processes of critical business

activities and required resources to analyze the impact that

resource damage will have on a business.
A CRO position will be in charge to anticipate the possible

chain reaction of any event, the ripple effect from one

business unit to another.
The SCVM developed laid out the specific risks associated

with the supply chain business process in Brazil, which in turn

helps to identify potential risks more easily.
All the investigated companies appeared to be overly

exposed to risks that can temporarily disrupt or even shut

down its supply chain for an extended period of time.

Therefore, the investigated companies should have knowledge

on the SCRM issues.
The automotive companies have the suppliers located near

the manufacturing companies and this facilitates the modular

consortia to work with the complex production forecast.
Apparently, the electronic companies are more vulnerable

to supply chain risks. One reason is that the high dependence

on the Asian market and due to the nature of the products,

there is a need for careful packing, fragile handling and

transportation.
Many of the investigated companies are concerned about

the investment costs in SCRM, even though it should be

visualized as investment that will sustain supply chain

performance.
Table II shows the vulnerable impact rate, which is defined

as an “exposure to serious disturbance, arising from risks

within the supply chain as well as risks external to the supply

chain”. Such data was collected from the automotive and

electronic industries via survey. As described in the following,

it is shown that the numbers between the two companies are

very close.
For the automotive industry, the four quadrants show that:

in financial vulnerability, debt and credit has the highest

Table I Significant practices for SCRM implementation

Percentage of agreement

Type of practice Automotive (%) Electronic (%)

A better supply chain communication 21 33

Supply chain risk management (SCRM) and business continuity management (BCM) training program 15 15

Chief risk officer (CRO) creation 20 22

Table II Vulnerable impact rate

AIa (%) EIb (%)

Financial vulnerability
1 Debt and credit rating 35 33
2 Liquidity/cash 20 21
3 Economic recession 10 11
4 Financial market instability 9 9
5 Currency and foreign exchange rate fluctuations 8 8
6 Fuel prices 7 7
7 Adverse changes in industry regulation 6 6
8 Credit default 5 5

Strategic vulnerability
1 Union regulations 27 25
2 Dealer relation 17 18
3 Supplier relation 15 14
4 Customer relation 13 12
5 Program launch 12 12
6 Source supplier 9 9
7 Technology decision 5 6
8 New or foreign competitors 2 4

Hazard vulnerability
1 Property damage 23 21
2 Building or equipment fire 15 15
3 Lightning strikes 15 14
4 Wind damage 9 10
5 Boiler or machine explosion 9 9
6 Loss of key facility 7 8
7 Land, water, atmospheric pollution 7 7
8 Cargo losses 3 4
9 Geopolitical risks 3 3

10 Flooding 3 3
11 Sabotage 3 3
12 Heavy rain/thunderstorm 3 3

Operations vulnerability
1 Theft 17 18
2 Operator errors/accident damage 15 16
3 Loss of key personnel 11 13
4 Computer virus 9 10
5 Poor-quality 9 10
6 IT systems failures 9 8
7 HR risks 9 8
8 Loss of key supplier 5 4
9 Logistics route or mode disruptions 4 4

10 Loss of key equipment 4 3
11 Logistics provider failures 4 3
12 Utilities failures 4 3

Notes: a AI ¼ Automotive Industry; b EI ¼ Electronic Industry

Supply chain risk management (SCRM)
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impact with the vulnerable percentage of 35 percent; liquid/

cash has an impact of 20 percent and the lowest impact is

credit default with 5 percent. The second quadrant is strategic

vulnerability and the union regulation has the highest impact

with the vulnerable percentage of 27 percent; dealer relation

has impact of 17 percent and the lowest impact is new or

foreign competitors with 2 percent. The third quadrant is

represented by hazard vulnerability, where property damage is

responsible for 23 percent of vulnerability impact and it

represents the highest percentage from the group followed by

building or equipment fire with a vulnerability impact of 15

percent. The lowest impact is heavy rain/thunderstorm with 3

percent. The fourth and last quadrant shows operations

vulnerability and accounts for theft as the highest vulnerable

impact with 17 percent following by operator errors/accident

damage with 15 percent. And the lowest impact is utilities

failures with 4 percent.
For the electronic industry, the four quadrants show that: in

financial vulnerability, debt and credit has the highest impact

with the vulnerable percentage of 33 percent; liquid/cash has

impact of 21 percent and the lowest impact is credit default

with 5 percent. The second quadrant is strategic vulnerability

and the union regulation has the highest impact with the

vulnerable percentage of 25 percent; dealer relation has

impact of 18 percent and the lowest impact is new or foreign

competitors with 4 percent. The third quadrant is represented

by hazard vulnerability, where property damage is responsible

for 21 percent of vulnerability impact and represents the

highest percentage from the group following by building or

equipment fire with a vulnerability impact of 15 percent. And

the lowest impact is heavy rain/thunderstorm with 3 percent.

The fourth and last quadrant shows operations vulnerability

and account for theft as the highest vulnerable impact with 18

percent following by operator errors/accident damage with

16 percent. And the lowest impact is utilities failures with 3

percent.
With the implementation of SCRM, the investigated

managers (purchasing managers, supply chain managers and

production managers) believed that their respective company

would fulfill the demand although a disruption of supply

chain risk occurs:
. For the automotive industry (Figure 3), this is shown by

the highest percentage of agree and strongly agree with the

statement in which, strongly agree (29 percent), agree (58

percent), and only 18 percent respondent answered

disagree. For reducing the cost, 35 percent indicates

they strongly agree with the statement, agree (53 percent),

and only 12 percent respondents disagree. Most of the

managers answered not sure on the impact on the loss

profit. This is shown by strongly disagree (24 percent),

disagree (65 percent), and agree (12 percent)). On the

other hand, most of the managers disagree that they have

to develop the risk assessment and contingency plan

program (strongly disagree (47 percent) and disagree (53

percent)).
. For the electronic industry (Figure 4), this is shown by the

highest percentage of agree and strongly agree with the

statement in which, strongly agree (30 percent), agree (56

percent), and only 20 percent respondent answered

disagree. For reducing the cost, 37 percent indicates

they strongly agree with the statement, agree (50 percent),

and only 8 percent respondents were disagree. Most of the

managers answered not sure the impact on the loss profit.

This is shown by strongly disagree (27 percent), disagree

(50 percent), and agree (26 percent)). On the other hand,

most of the managers disagree that they have to develop

the risk assessment and contingency plan program

(strongly disagree (40 percent) and disagree (60 percent)).

This shows that managers (purchasing managers, supply

chain managers and production managers) believed that their

companies could reduce the loss in profit if the SCRM is

implemented and develop the risk assessment and

contingency plan program.
This result also described that many companies need to

implement supply chain risk management because many

supply chain risk sources are present in Brazil.

Conclusion

This research analyzes the SCRM and makes reference to the

automotive and the electronic industries in Brazil. A supply

chain vulnerability map which shows the four quadrants

(financial, strategic, hazard and operations) of supply chain

vulnerability from the empirical study on the 46 investigated

industries is developed.
We show the importance of three significant practices in

SCRM implementation as suggested by the respondents: a

better supply chain communication, SCRM and business

continuity management (BCM) training program, and the

creation of a chief risk officer (CRO). These are significant

factors of supply chain risk management practices to reduce

disruptions of supply chain risk. The investigated managers

Figure 4 Urgency of SCRM (electronic industry)Figure 3 Urgency of SCRM (automotive industry)
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(purchasing managers, supply chain managers and production
managers) also believed that their companies could reduce the
loss in profit if the SCRM is implemented and develop the
risk assessment and contingency plan program.
Although natural disasters seldom happen in Brazil,

industries were not prepared for the cyclone that happened
in 2004. The result of this empirical study can contribute to
the awareness of possible disasters through risk management.
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